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Thomas Nelson Publishers, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. International ed..
Language: English . Brand New Book. Is Islam a peaceful and tolerant religion? For all the debate
over Islam and its growing presence in the world, one thing is often overlooked: Islam is not a
religion in the sanitized Western sense. It is, in contrast, an all-encompassing sociopolitical legal
matrix that has bred a worldview antagonistic to anything but itself. While there may be millions of
peaceful and tolerant Muslims, many of them our neighbors, Islam itself is hardly peaceful and
tolerant. Islam is the only significant religious system in the history of the human race with a
sociopolitical structure of laws that mandate violence against the infidel. The current narrative is
that to tell the truth in this regard is tantamount to radicalizing Muslims and exacerbating
hostilities that may otherwise lie dormant. A common refrain has reverberated throughout the
West: ?Islam is not our enemy.? As well-intentioned as this mantra may be, it is a potentially
dangerous stance once someone understands Islam in full. Despite its incoherence, Islam?one
billion six hundred million strong and growing?is poised to fill the vacuum left by a Western culture
slouching inexorably towards...
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Reviews
This kind of pdf is every thing and made me seeking ahead plus more. It is probably the most amazing ebook i have study. I am quickly can get a
enjoyment of reading a composed pdf.
-- Flor ence Ruther for d DDS
Definitely among the best ebook I actually have possibly read through. It is really simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 % from the publication. You
wont truly feel monotony at at any time of the time (that's what catalogues are for concerning in the event you ask me).
-- Jer a ld Cha mplin II
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